This paper considers a class of general dynamic programs which satisfies the mono tonicity and contraction assumption, and in which the sets of cost functions and policies are closed under the monotone contraction operators. This class of dynamic programs includes, piecewise linear, affine dynamic programs, partially observable
Introduction
Special classes of dynamic programs were proposed by [5] , [6] , [12] and [16] . On the other hand, an algorithm for dynamic programs was developed in [16] (also, see [13] .) This algorithm, called generalized policy improvement, includes policy improvement [2] , [10] and successive approximation [1] , [4] as special cases. This paper considers a class of dynamic programs, called closed, with the property that the generalized policy improvement algorithm stays within a certain "small" subset of cost functions and policies. In other words, the sets of cost functions and policies generated by the algorithm are closed under the monotone contraction operators. Furthermore, it is possible to keep such sets within "distinguished small" subsets of the sets of all bounded cost functions and all stationary policies, respectively. This property is very important to dynamic programming from a computational aspect. The class of closed dynamic programs includes piecewise linear dynamic progralnming [16] , affine dynamic programming [5] , [6] , partially observable Markov decision processes [7] , [IS] , [17] and many sequential decision processes with imperfect information such as machine maintenance models [17] and search models. The approximation of dynamic programs is 97 analyzed by [19] , [20] , [11] , which are different from our approach. This paper concerns with the method of constructing of £-optimal policy and cost.
Closed dynamic programs are defined in Section 2. We also discuss conditions that ensure the existence of an £-optimal policy within the distinguished subset of policies and of an £-optimal cost within the distinguished subset of cost functions. An algorithm for finding an £-optimal policy and the proof of the convergence are given in Section 3. Examples, special cases of closed dynamic programs, are given in Section 4. In the closed dynamic program the distinguished subsets of cost functions and policies generated by the algorithm are easily stored in a computer even for uncountable state space dynamic programs.
Closed Dynamic Programs
First of all, we define the general class of dynamic programs which satisfy the monotone and contraction assumption of Denardo [4] . Secondly the class of closed dynamic programs is defined. The state space ~ is an arbitrary non-empty set. Let V be the set of all bounded real valued func- tion h is defined to be a mapping from U {x} x A x V into a real number.
In Markov decision processes the loss function h can be written as h (x,a,v) c(x,a) + Sf~v(y)q(dYlx,a) where c(x,a) is the one period cost, S the discount factor, v a terminal cost and q( ·Ix,a) the transition probability measure on ~ when the pair (x,a) causes a transition to new state y.
The loss function h is assumed to satisfy the contraction and monotonicity assumptions as follows:
The For n = 0 we have v E: Increment n by 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 4 on is an £-optimal closed policy, and H*V n and v n are £-optima1 closed
In CDP the algorithm provides a procedure of approximating either vii or v* by iterating Ho or H*, respectively, until (1) example, which has theoretical interest, arises when Ax = A for all x E ~ where A is a measurable space, v'is the set of Borel measurable functions ~n V, and A' is the set of measurable policies in A.
The next theorem provides a sufficient condition for a general dynamic program to be a piecewise (closed) dynamic program. 
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On the Class of Closed Dynamic Programs
In general consider a dynamic program with state space S = {l,Z, ... , } (called the core process), with a finite action set A such that each action is admissible in each state, and a loss function
where B E (0,1) is the discount factor, each P is a probability transition a matrix, and (p v)U) is the i-th component of the vector P v. Thus the a a objective is to maximize E I Bnc(z ,a ) where Z is the state of the core n=O n n n process and an is the action at period n. However, Zn cannot be observed.
Instead a signal Y n
which takes values in the finite set e is generated by the conditional probability distribution function
n n n n n n nn
Assume that the probability distribution of Zo is known, say
The n-th action, an' is based on the history of the process Hn = (X O ;
Yl'YZ, ... ,Y n ; aO,a1, ... ,a n _ l ). Let Xn be the probability vector defined by
n n n It can be shown (cf. Dynkin [7] ) that A formula expressing the probability transition function q(Blx,a) in terms of rand P is derived in [14] . 
